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Reinstatement
Materials

BITUCLEAN

Ideal and long lasting solution that prevents build-up of bitumen on tools 
and machinery it only has a minimal effect on the properties of bitumen 
material. Amounts used are negligible 

- 100% environmentally friendly 
- Fully bio-degradable 
- Non toxic

Avaliable In
- LM000015 Ltr

25 Ltr
200 Ltr

- LM00002
- LM00004
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DO

- Apply bitumen cleaner sparingly through a hand held sprayer 
- Apply to rakes, shovels, pavers and digger buckets
- Wear gloves while using bitumen cleaner
- Only apply bitumen cleaner to surfaces that come into contact with 
bitumen 
- Reapply bitumen cleaner when bitumen starts to build 
- Keep cap tightly closed on bitumen cleaner containers in case of 
spillage 

DON’T

- Puddle bitumen cleaner, over-usage is uneconomical and not 
needed
- Douse boots before walking on freshly laid asphalt 
- Use bitumen cleaner on rollers, whacker plates or tampers during 
surfacing 
- Spray bitumen cleaner onto windscreens or mirrors as it will 
obscure vision
- Spray bitumen cleaner where bitumen does not contact, it is not a 
vehicle cleaner 
- Spray bitumen cleaner onto metal walkways, boots soles or pedals 
as this may cause a slip hazard 
- Spray rubber hoses as some types may corrode over time. (only 
outer body, hose will not fail)
- Pour excess bitumen cleaner into waterways

Bitumen cleaner is a safe and economical alternative to using diesel 
which due to recent legislation, does not provide an environmentally 
friendly option. There are also severe health implications to the work-
men when disel is used 
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